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Sultan bengali movie jeet song

Jeet fans can now rejoice as the Tollywood superstar is back in action and dazzles with the first song from his upcoming film Sultan: The Savior. Super fun video track also includes Bangladeshi beauty queen Bidya Sinha Mim. Masha Allah, the newly released track is a live dance number with peppy beats. Composed of savvy, refreshing voices by Dev Negi and Akriti Kakkar make this song the perfect
party number. Sultan: The Savior also has Priyanka Sarkar in a key role. Jeet is seen as the head of the avatar in this action film and speculation has spread that Raja Chanda's directorial is said to be a remake of Tamil action flick Vedalam starring Ajith Kumar. Jeet channels a different look with a short hairstyle, beard and a fierce look in his eyes. Sultan: The Savior will be released during Eid this year.
Sultan Savior Bengali Movie All Songs Lyrics: Sultan is a bangla action thriller film directed by Raja Chanda under the banner Surinder Films &amp;amp; Jeetz Film works Film will be released in West Bengal and Bangladesh Eid in 2018. Film: Sultan - Savior Director: Raja Chanda Music: Savvy Gupta Directed by: Jeet, Nispal Singh , Gopal Madnani &amp;amp; Amit Jumran's screenplay and dialogue :
Anshuman Pratyush &amp; Pramit DOP: P. Shelva Kumar Edit: Md. Kalam choreographer: Jayesh Pradhan Producer: Surinder Films &amp;amp; Jeetz Filmworks Pvt. Ltd. Starring: Jeet, Bidya Sinha Saha Mim and Priyanka Sarkar 01. Masha Allah Lyrics - Dev Negi, Akriti Kakkar 02. Amar Mon Lyrics - Mohammed Irfan 03. Eid Mubarak Lyrics - Jeet 04. Mon Tor Hoyeche Lyrics - Imran Mahmudul Tags:
Bengali Movie Lyrics, Bidya Sinha Saha Mim, Jeet, Priyanka Sarkar, Raja Chanda, Savvy Sultan: SaviourSultan Movie PosterDor: Raja ChandaBy Jeet Nispal Singh Gopal Madnani Am It Jumrani Abdul Aziz Written by Siva Aadhi NarayanaBased onVedalam by SivaStarring Jeet Bidya Sinha Saha Mim Priyanka Sarkar Music savvy Suddho Roy Productioncompany Jeetz Filmworks Surinder Films
Distributed byGrassroot Entertainment (India)Release date 15 June 2018 (2018-06-15) CountryIndiaLanguageBengali Sultan :P is the 2018 Indian Bengali language action comedy masala film directed by Raja Chanda. The film features Jeet, Bangladeshi actress Bidya Sinha Saha Mim and Priyanka Sarkar in leading roles. The film releases in West Bengal. [1] The 2015 Tamil Film Vedalam. [3] Plot Film
begins operation squad soldiers round up criminal syndicate leader Ronnie (Mukul Dev). His two younger brothers Lama and Ujan are helping him. Ronnie's two brothers have taken the families of all the other soldiers hostage in the past, which led to them betraying their leader and taking him hostage. Before he gets killed, the driver says the good man will come and take Ronnie down, Ronnie's answering
that only someone as bad as him has a chance. Meanwhile, Raja (Jeet) has arrived in Kolkata with his sister Disha (Priyanka Sarkar). Raja is a kind and gentle person and his proved effective in immediately reforming a hooligan named Kolkata Kaali, who will help Rajal and Disha find out their new house, where they are acquainted with their neighbors. After signing up for Disha, Raja gat work as a
manager of thustaxi company. Soon after, he accidentally gets his first client's lawyer Alia (Bidya Sinha Saha Mim), to whom Raja inadvertently gets fired from his job. Alia teams up with Raja's taxy company boss after he too is embarrassed by Raja to take revenge, but Alia later befriends Raja. Raja will also be known as Alia's brother, who falls in love with Disha (Priyanka Sarkar). The runway and all other
taxi and auto-rickshaw drivers have been invited to the conference as the police chief asked to report any activity of the syndicate members who have caused the crime. One day the runway will see them and reports on the case of weapons and drug smuggling, leading to Ujan capturing him. But Raja surprisingly escapes and brutally kills Ujan and all his men. Lama's coming to Kolkata and investigating the
murder the next day and working on tracking down the killer. Lama and his technical team are tracking Raja's mobile signal into his tower. Raja also brutally murdered the llama and throughout his attack and hit the squad. Alia follows him and is terrified of his actions and wants to end the marriage between his brother and Disha, but Raja reveals that Disha is not really her sister. A year ago, Sultan (Raja)
was a terrible criminal and mercenary who was arrested but released from custody in exchange for saving the police from a rival gang for money. Raja has been stabbed by opponents because of their business loss, but he is saved by Disha, who admits to him in hospital, lies that Sultan is his brother to get him through. Disha and her blind parents have threatened to sell their house to a residential
complex, so she and her friend hire Raja. Raja betrays them for hiring them in the past, but they're going to live in Raja's house. Raja tried to throw them out, but he failed. family leaves because Ganesh rescues Disha and 99 other girls are trafficked by crime syndicate director Ronnie. In exchange for Raja's actions, Disha's parents left Raja's house. The syndicated brothers find them and kill Disha's
parents and injure her. Raja saves him, where he shows empathy for the first time. Disha lost her memory, so Raja says she's her brother and takes care of her. And swore he'd kill a crime syndicate leader and a member who killed Disha's parents. Alia agrees with Disha's marriage to her brother. Later, Ronnie came to India to find out about his brother's murder. Ronnie's using the injured victim in raja's
attack to find his brother's killer. He accidentally hired Disha to paint a forensic picture of the killer. Ronnie told Disha to call his brother. The track comes to prepare and takes one of Ronnie's sons hostage to ensure Disha's freedom. Ronnie's going to rob Disha later, and Raja's going after him. Without revealing his violent side, Raja Ronnie and saves Disha. That's how he fulfills his promise. Cast Jeet as
Raja Dutta / Sultan (Mafia Devanganj) Bidya Sinha Mim as Alia, she fell in love with Raja Priyanka Sarkar as Disha, Sultan's ibiological sister Mukul Dev as Ronnie, head of the international women's trade, main antagonist Taskeen Rahman as Lama, Ronnie's first brother Prantik Banerjee as Ujan, Ronnie's 2. Dr Subhasish Ganguly, director of disha art college Prameet Anshuman Pratyush, who was
unable to arrest Ronnie and his brothers Somnath Kar as Ujani's henchman Shahidul Alam Sachchu Nader Chowdhury Mohammad Ashif Amaan Production Film was announced by Jeet via the official Twitter handle at its production house on 16 December 2015. The shooting began on April 21. The shootings are taking place in Kolkata, Bangladesh and Bangkok. Jeet plays the character of a different loon
and Priyanka Sarkar essay role for her sister. This is a big budget film and promotions have begun. Soundtrack Sultan: SaviourSoundtrack album SavvyRelease2018Recorded2017GenreFeature film soundtrackLabelJeetz Filmworks, Surinder FilmsDinder Jeet, Nishpal Rane, Abdul Aziz Savvy Chronology Chalbaaz(2018) Sultan: Savior(2018) Bhaijaan Elo Re(2018) Singles sultan: Savior Masha Song
Allah Released: 28 April 2018 Savvy and Suddho Roy makes a film of music. No.TitleLyricsMusicSinger(s) Length1. Masha AllahRaja ChandaSavvyDev Negi &amp;amp; Akriti Kakkar3:322. Aamar MonPriyo ChatterjeeSavvyMohammed Irfan4:033. Eid MubarakPranjalSuddho RoyJeet4:274. Mon Tor HoyecheRaja ChandaSuddho RoyImran Mahmudul2:04 Links ^ Shoot of the Sultan: The Savior Began. In
2004 Tamm became chief of staff of the island. Indian times. 8 June 2018, 17 March 2019 21 June 2018 Sultan Savior Film Review. Indian times. External Links to the Sultan: The Savior of imdb From Sultan Savior Bengali Movie All Songs Lyrics: Sultan is a bangla action thriller film directed by Raja Chanda under the banner of Surinder Films &amp; Jeetz Filmworks Film will be released in West Bengal
and Bangladesh Eid 2018. Film: Sultan - Savior Director: Raja Chanda Music: Savvy Gupta Directed by: Jeet, Nispal Singh , Gopal Madnani &amp;amp; Amit Jumran's screenplay and dialogue : Anshuman Pratyush &amp; Pramit DOP: P. Shelva Kumar Edit: Md. Kalam choreographer: Jayesh Pradhan Producer: Surinder Films &amp;amp; Jeetz Filmworks Pvt. Ltd. Starring: Jeet, Bidya Sinha Saha Mim
and Priyanka Sarkar 01. Masha Allah Lyrics - Dev Negi, Akriti Kakkar 02. Amar Mon Lyrics - Mohammed Irfan 03. Eid Mubarak Lyrics - Jeet 04. Mon Tor Lyrics - Imran Mahmudul Tags: Bengali Movie Lyrics , Bidya Sinha Saha Mim , Jeet , Priyanka Sarkar , Raja Chanda , Savvy Savvy
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